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Abstract
This research aims to find out how a school culture in an Excellent School in East Java is managed so that it can shape students' characters. This study is descriptive-qualitative approach. The data collection performed through observation, interview, and documentation. The data analysis is conducted by reducing irrelevant data, presenting data and drawing a conclusion. In analyzing the data validity, researcher used a credibility test by using data triangulation and member check. The research findings indicate that the excellent school culture management process in East Java has several steps such as planning, organizing, implementation, and evaluation. The strategies in developing the school culture are school’s routine activity/habituating, spontaneous activity/habituating, modeling and conditioning. The strategies are applied through modeling, teaching, and reinforcing. It implies that the principal of school play a strong role in student character education.
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INTRODUCTION

Education cannot be separated from culture. The educational process is a habituating process, and vice versa. Similarly, one of the strategies applied during the process of shaping children’s characters is habituating process in the school environment or through the school culture. All organizations have culture, but school culture has more essential meanings. Because, school culture has important role in developing the students’ character building (Samong, Suryadi, & Budimansyah, 2016). Deal & Peterson (2016) claimed that the educational world faces various challenges of change and complex objectives. Thus, culture takes a more vital role than the economic world.

School culture is a filter of values and norms brought from outside the school (Mac Neil, Prater, & Busch, 2009; Zamroni, 2007), and culture will determine how pedagogy will be applied (Kurniawan et al., 2019), how the assessment will be performed, and how the relationship between teacher and the colleagues is. If the school has a positive and strong culture, then hopes, activities and schools’ program will run well. Likewise, when the school culture is positive and strong, then the school members, such as the school principal, teachers and students will be able to solve various arisen problems using certain ways that have been proven successful because culture is considered as “the way things are done here”. School culture guides all the school members on how they should behave.

The main duties of the school principal are developing and preserving the school culture so that it always runs well. A good school principal is a developer of school culture who has a basic pattern of assumption, a system of values of faith and habits as well as various forms of school products. It will encourage all the school members to be cooperative, based on trust, trigger all school's members' participation, initiate new ideas to occur, and provide a chance for any changes in school as they will lay down on the principle of "why not the best"? (Zamroni, 2016). Hackman & Wageman (2007) suggest that different leaders can behave in their own unique ways and will achieve effective leadership outcomes. Thus, school culture will be able to shape students’ character in that school.

In line with that, organizational experts say that paying attention to culture is the most important action for the leader to perform and the principal roles’ impact on learning is mediated through the school culture and it is not a direct effect (Hallinger & Heck 1998). Watson (2001) warned us that if the culture is not hospitable to learning then student achievement can suffer. Fink & Resnick (2001) reminded us that school principals are responsible for establishing a pervasive culture of teaching and learning in each school. Therefore, there is a very positive relationship between the health of school organizations and
the process of creating school culture. A good school condition will support the growth of a good school culture. Likewise, an unhealthy school condition will hamper the growth of school culture (MacNeil et al., 2009). Involving creativity in school culture is the leader's responsibility and its implementation demands all school's members' responsibility (Godfrey, 2016). A leader should understand and recognize the strategies and ways of shaping school culture.

One of the roles of a good school culture is shaping a student character. In other words, character education can be integrated and developed through good school culture. Shaping students’ character can also be conducted by managing a good school culture, and it can be implemented since children’s early education level at school. As the organizer, the role of school in managing character education is expected to be a medium to carry out the mission of character education (Hidayatullah, 2010). Mirshekari & Ghasemi (2019) stated that a nation must create rules in determining the rights and wrongs, the things that are allowed or not allowed to do, the justice and injustice as well as the proper and improper. The importance of character is formed in schools through culture based education. Culture-based education management pattern plays an important role in creating quality and human potential. The management of culture-based character education needs the rule from the beginning because character education regulates all the positive things that are done by educators and their effect on the participants character they teach (Ash-shidiqqi, 2018).

Management of character education through culture is an effort to educate students to have a good understanding so that they can behave in accordance with applicable norms. The management of character education through culture is expected to produce people who can make decisions and are responsible for each decision taken (Agboola & Tsai, 2012). The management of character education through culture is expected that students can resolve conflicts and be able to socialize with good morals. They can try to solve the problems they face following to the values of daily life. It is because of student’s needs to understand their personalities and their environment (Benninga et al., 2003; Suryani et al., 2020). Character education is both a rooted and developing discipline (Amini, Yurnita, & Hasnidar, 2017; Billig, Jesse, & Grimley, 2008). Even though there is no consensual definition, it can be widely described as a school based process to promote personal development in youth, through the development of virtue, moral values, and moral agency (Pattaro, 2016). In the context of schooling, the management of character education through school culture aims to build the character of students so that they have a strong national character, such as honesty, responsibility, high work ethics, having faith, and high piety so that they become dignified.
School or Madrasah cannot be separated from any situation caused by the changes. School must responsible to educate the students so that they can adjust themselves in society and solve any matter they face. Thus, shaping students' character in Elementary or Islamic Elementary School must be fully designed. Character building can be formed through good school culture in schools. School culture must always be managed and developed so that the formation of student character can work well. Therefore, the existence of a good school (character) cannot be separated from how to manage its school culture properly. Therefore, this paper also wants to see how the management of school culture in primary schools in East Java Indonesia in shaping the character of students so that they become good.

This study was conducted in an excellent and high achiever school in East Java, Indonesia. Elementary School (SD) or Islamic Elementary School (MI) is the first phase to shape a good character of the children, which is hoped it will develop into good habits when they grow up so that they will become strong human beings who are closer to perfection (Wiyani, 2013). The flagship primary school under study also sought to create a good school culture in producing a generation of the nation that was not only intelligent but also have a good character. Character has a very important value; children who master in knowledge also in maintaining a good character (Shumer, Lam, & Laabs, 2012). This excellent elementary school also has brilliant achievements not only from the students, but also the educators and the school culture. The Achievement is not only at the regional level, but also at national, even international level. Students have intellectual intelligent and the character of al-karimah (good character).

As far as the research of researchers on previous studies, was found several studies related to school culture and character building, including the research of Supraptingrum & Agustini (2015) that focus on the activities carried out in shaping student character; Fauzia (2015); Wardani (2014) focus on activities that support the formation of character and its implementation strategies. Syarifah (2015) studied about the relationship between school culture and character formation. Tłuściak-Deliowska, Demowska & Gruenert (2017) researching about how school achievements interplay with school culture and principal behaviors. Meanwhile, Redding & Corbett’s research (2018) focused on how to move a school culture from a negative to a positive. The research results are there are three key practices for rapid improvement, namely build a strong community intensely focused on student learning, solicit and act upon stakeholder input, and engage students and families in pursuing education.
Difference from the previous studies, this study was conducted qualitatively and aims to find out the principals' practices in managing character education through school culture. The character education managed by the principal in the school starting from the planning, implementation and evaluation are became the research objectives. The school culture management is the effort to develop the best school culture or certain pattern concept (example, reference, types, etc), which can represent an object that is made to produce something. It is the way in developing school culture to make it better and improve the school's quality. Thus, school culture development can be used as a reference and knowledge about how to develop a good school culture. In other words, the school culture management or development is the school's determination concerning how students' characters can be shaped through the existing school culture in executing and implementing the desired character education. Therefore, this paper would like to convey how the process of managing school culture takes place in shaping the character of students, especially facing this millineal era and how the management strategy.

METHODS

This study was conducted at Sekolah Dasar Plus Rahmat Kediri City, East Java Province that has a good Islamic school culture for shaping students' characters. This elementary school also has other exceptional factors which makes it not only able to create a universal culture but also an Islamic atmosphere. This school also serves a full day school learning system. It has a school culture development unit to help to shape students' character. Sekolah Dasar Plus Rahmat in Kediri City been granted Widyapekerti Nugraha Provinsi Jawa Timur, a prestigious award for character education. This elementary school achieved a good reputation for both academic and non-academic aspects in every year.

Therefore, this study seeks to know the management process of school culture in shaping students’ characters at Sekolah Dasar Plus Rahmat, an excellent school in East Java, by using a qualitative descriptive approach (Sugiyono, 2013). The techniques of data collection are depth interview, observation, and documentation. The interview was conducted through structured and unstructured interviews. The informants are the School Principal, Vice School Principal, Coordinator of Curriculum Affairs, Coordinator of Students Affairs, Coordinator of Public Relation Affairs and other school members who know the research theme.

Moreover, the natures of research object are human behavior and attitude, natural phenomenon, working process and the use of respondents on a small scale. Accordingly, the writer used observation for collecting the data. Meanwhile, documentation was employed to
record all the needed things to support the writing. The data analysis was performed through data reduction, data presentation, and drawing conclusion. For checking the data validity, the writer used credibility test through data triangulation and member check (Arikunto, 2006).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Management of character education is emphasized in the 2013 curriculum. In this 2013 curriculum students need to know the authority of the character which will be used as a source of assessment of learning outcomes, so that students can prepare themselves through mastery of certain characters (Agung, 2011). Management of a good school culture required the activities; planning, organizing, implementing, and evaluating. The core leader in planning, organizing, implementing, and evaluating lies with the principal and vice-principal. Then the principal outlined and organized the school's core team of 6 school sector coordinators. Then, each sector also has a special planning, organizing, implementing, and evaluating in each fields.

The stages of managing the development of school culture, including (1) conducting planning, before entering the start of new teachings, the core school team consisting of school principals, deputy principals, school sector coordinators plan to formulate the program for the next 1 year and evaluate the previous program and school culture; (2) next, the principal explained the programs and culture he wanted to create for the next year to the foundation; (3) holding a workshop or working meeting together with school residents. At the workshop there were also participants from the department and others to explain the programs and culture of the school. It is a result of approval from the foundation that was socialized to all school residents; (4) organizing programs, each field coordinator and organizational structure regulate how the programs and culture are arranged in such a way before they are realized or continued at the implementation stage; (5) carry out planned programs. Thus, all school components must play a role in the existing school culture; (6) evaluating existing programs. In this evaluation phase, there are daily evaluations, weekly evaluations, monthly evaluations, and annual evaluations. There are also direct evaluations and indirect evaluations as well as evaluations at the time that do have to be evaluated. The main tasks and functions of the school core team are presented in the following table 1.

Table 1. Management of School Culture Development in Forming Student Character

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principal and Deputy Principal</td>
<td>a. Identify the problems that arise, by identifying the conditions existing in the school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Planning the programs to develop school culture together with the core team at annual meetings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
c. After planning, the principal presented to the founder and the committee that good school had a planned program. Then, the founder provides input. Furthermore, from that, it socialized in work meetings to all teachers and founders, and all present.
d. Organizing programs before they are implemented.
e. Carry out programs that have been planned. At the implementation stage, it is expected that the school community will have to carry out as well as possible.
f. Monitoring during the program to control the programs implemented.
g. Evaluate existing programs through short-term, medium-term, and long-term evaluations.

| Student Affairs Coordinator | a. Planning an annual program of students.  
b. Organizing by collaborating with various parties involved in the school, namely the principal, vice principal, public relations coordinator, psychology staff, counseling staff, & all teachers.  
c. Implementing the programs and work together with psychology officers and counselors to form disciplinary enforcement teams and conduct good projects.  
d. Evaluate programs that are carried out. Performed in coordination verbally / in writing with psychology / and Principal as decision maker. |
| Coordinator of Public Relations | a. Planning from the coordinator and principal meetings, which we previously evaluated in the previous program.  
b. Furthermore organized until the level.  
c. The implementation is adjusted to the curriculum schedule; the implementation is in collaboration with student guardians and all school components.  
d. Evaluation through questionnaire and proposals from others. There are temporary evaluations, special evaluations, and outreach evaluations. |
| Curriculum Coordinator | a. Planning at the initial learning meeting with the school core team.  
b. Subsequently, it was taken to the foundation, and then the stage of socialization to teachers to the guardians of students and students.  
c. Implemented in accordance with the 2013 curriculum.  
d. Evaluated. |
| Coordinator of Faith and Taqwa | a. Planning a program.  
b. Carry out the planned program.  
c. Organized by making each person in charge of each program.  
d. Control the programs implemented.  
e. Evaluate the program. |
| Competition Coordinator | a. Planning before the start of new learning in a meeting with the core team.  
b. The Coordinator competition, the Vice coordinator competition, and the 10 members of the Coordinator competition then planned on the realm of the race.  
c. Next, carried out. The Coordinator competition also held coaching for participants who took part in the competition.  
d. Controlling through social media.  
e. For every month at the 3rd week the competition team also routinely conducts evaluation activities both meetings and via whats
Facility and Infrastructure Coordinator

- Planning work by making programs and procuring inventory that is not yet in schools.
- Furthermore, it is socialized and organized by making a submission report to the school principal as a source of funding.
- Carrying out the program was assisted by Cleaning Service (CS).
- The Facility and Infrastructure Coordinator team and the CS team worked together to monitor the facilities at the school.
- Conduct an evaluation, there are short term, medium term, long term.

Based on table 1 above, it can be seen that each school core team member has different duties and functions according to their respective fields. However, in carrying out their duties and functions, each team member always coordinates with the principal as the team leader. This is done so that the vision and mission of the school can be achieved, namely managing a good school culture. It will have an impact on improving the character of students.

**The Management of Excellent Elementary School Development**

School is an educational organization led by a school principal. School principal holds a higher position in organizing, managing and directing the teachers and all school components to make the best school’s quality. Without any effort, hard work and critics towards the current educational situation will not be developed and dynamic, there will be no improvement, and school will experience boringness. Regarding to this, school principal and educators are required to always be informed with the globalization era, which is always developing, along with the innovations that make the school becomes excellent. They creates qualified generations of the nation who also have good morals or akhlaq. School culture has already become the school's authority and responsibility, so it is more intensive and extensive (Andang, 2014).

Shaping school cultural should be a national movement for creating schools that foster ethical, responsible and caring young people by modeling and teaching good character through emphasis on universal values that we all share. It is the intentional, proactive effort by schools to instil in their students important core ethical values such as caring, honesty, fairness, responsibility and respect for self and others. In line with this, Deal & Peterson (2016) asserted that the educational world has faced various challenges in changes and complex goals; hence, culture takes a more important role than the economic world. School culture provides a framework for decision and attitude making (Zamroni, 2016). If a school has a positive and strong culture, then hopes, activities and program execution will run well.
Character education that focuses on developing students' identity to be smart and have the character needed to face the demands of the times (Agung, 2011).

School culture guides the school's members about how to behave. Students who have good character or high emotional intelligence will be protected from any problems that generally occurred (Nurhayati, 2018). The main duties of a school principal are developing and preserving school culture, so it will always run well (Zamroni, 2016). School culture must always be developed and innovated to become better to shape students' character. The observed excellent school culture is already well-organized, and the school always maintains and manages the existing school culture so that the students will get a good achievement and good character (Sobri, 2010).

A good school is a dynamic one, which always develops along with the development era and does not change the school's special characteristics. Thus, the school must always be responsive to the current condition. School must always be innovative to create a good school condition since a good environment can affect the formation of students' good character. The development of school culture is necessary for shaping students' characters at school (Uliana, 2013).

As known, the character education policy is inseparable from the various problems and challenges faced by the Indonesian people. The educational policy affects the learning model of national character values in schools (Saidek & Islami, 2016). Learning models about characters must be changed from time to time and carried out to the process of sustainable innovation. School has a certain model in developing school culture through which this excellent elementary school wants to create a school culture that is in accordance with the school's vision and mission. It also seeks to guide students to be religious, have akhlaq, are excellent in both academic and non-academic aspects, and master in science and technology, which are in accordance with Quran, Hadith, and Ijtihad (Islamic independent reasoning for performing certain activities). The school’s mottos are strengthening intention, execute the mandate, pursue achievement, and reach out to get God’s blessing.

This is in line with the literature that in order to make schools implement character education based on local cultural wisdom, there is a need to ask a number of questions about the background of the school and the motto, where the motto is the values that must be implemented by the principal, then formulated into a new vision that should implemented by all school educators in accordance with the demands of the times, and then disseminated to all stakeholders. The new visions which are based on the core values (the values of local wisdom) will be formulated positively, easily understood, communicated in socialization
activities. At the end, it would be the most superior visions containing the local wisdom values that will be followed by school's citizen (Sulasmono, Ekosiswoyo, & Widodo, 2017).

This excellent elementary school tries to always create an Islamic school culture based on the school's vision and mission to shape and develop the good students' and all school members' character. Not only the students' character but all school components or school's members' character is crucial to be shaped. This school wishes to develop an institution that has good quality and to shape students' character. It wants to deliver a preach as a response to the current condition of the nation, a moral degradation (Harahap, Hasyimsyah, & Suwardi, 2017). Thus, conveying Islamic preaches becomes one of the school's intentions. Educators should not eliminate the identity of Indonesian citizens who possess good morals (Mahbubi, 2012).

The school culture development also needs changes for betterment as adjusted to the school's vision and mission. It is in line with Lewin's three steps model, which explain the strategy to change a certain condition or school culture named unfreezing, change and refreezing. The condition changes are implemented systematically, directed, and creates fewer problems (Lewin, 1951). School also needs innovations in developing school culture. It conducts school visits to good reputable schools; afterward, certain adjustments are made based on the school's condition. This school also always tries to upgrade the educators' and staff's expertise. The school vision is absolute. This school has also conducted a questioner assessment regarding the school's matters by delivering the questioners to the teachers, students, and parents. Improvement is always performed to create a positive school culture.

This elementary school develops school culture by creating innovations to run the school's vision and mission successfully. It runs through visiting other schools and knowledge upgrade obtained from other sources so that school culture will always be conducive and positive. The school's worthy experiences will then be adopted and set as the school culture development model. The positive school culture will develop and change all schools' members' attitudes reflecting a more efficient and effective attitude to reach achievements. In addition, through a school culture such as social and forms of learning services that involve the community can increase civic engagement, social responsibility, and academic achievement (see for example Stott & Jackson, 2005; Billing & Jesse, 2008). A change of school culture is fundamental and must be implemented through full awareness and tryouts that require a lengthy process, so it needs consistency (Zamroni, 2016). This is in line with Pala's findings literature, that the development of culture in order to shape character requires a long time (Pala, 2011).
Strategies for Implementing School Culture in Excellent Elementary Schools

Given the importance of character education, many parties are demanding an increase in the intensity and quality of the implementation of character education in informal education institutions (Hidayati, Zaim, Rukun & Darmansyah, 2014). The claim is based on social phenomena that develop as described previously. Therefore, formal education institutions as an official forum for coaching young people are expected to increase their role in shaping the personality of students by increasing the intensity and quality of character education.

The background of school culture in excellent elementary schools is based on the current condition of society that experiencing moral degradation. In line with this, community feels that there is an inappropriate output from the expected educational output. This imbalance can be seen from the behavior of graduates of formal education which is so clearly felt by the community that is not in line with the aims of noble education such as corruption, promiscuity, drug abuse, and student brawl (Agung, 2011). This school has the intention to preach even though it is in a modern era, by not eliminating the identity of the Indonesian people who have good morals. These character schools always make innovations in developing school culture so that the vision and mission of the school are realized through comparative studies to other schools, through experiences from developed schools, then adopted and used as a model of school culture development. After that, filtered or matched with the environment or condition in elementary school.

The management strategy of school culture for those character schools as recommended by the Ministry of National Education runs through four things; routine school activities/habituation, spontaneous activity/spontaneous habituation, model/model habituation, and conditioning (Wiyani, 2013). First, from the routine school activities, this excellent elementary school has struggled to develop school culture through daily activities or routine activities that are always carried out by students, both through direct and indirect learning, of course, with the right method in line with the curriculum developed (Irawati, Isawahyuni, & Setyawati, 2019). Second, spontaneous activities, these activities are always carried out by teachers in this elementary school when they learn of the bad things that must be corrected at that time. If the teacher is aware of the bad behavior and attitude, the teacher makes corrections directly so students will not do such things. In order to have effective outcomes from moral and character education, education and reprimand by teachers becomes very important (Campbell, 2008; Fenstermacher, Osguthorpe & Sanger, 2009; Yiğit & Tarman, 2013).
Third, the modeling activity, the headmaster always reminds the school members and good educators who become a role model for the students. Students will imitate what they have seen every day. The above explanation is in line with Arthur that students expect their teachers to involve in the development of character and educational values, the implicit and explicit attention to any values in school. Hence, learners of all ages believe that teachers can make a difference in contributing to the development of their personal moral. According to students in this research, the values of success depend on the teachers’ education program as a model and mentor, as well as educators (Arthur, 2011).

Fourth, controlling, as an effort that is always carried out by this excellent elementary school. When there are activities that reflect school culture begin to weaken, all components need to refresh and evoke the enthusiasm. The culture is always cultivate good things in this excellent elementary school. Refreshing and reawakening is the main thing in establishing and strengthening the school culture that has been embedded. Strengthening cultural school aims to grow the character of students themselves. This is supported by Full Day School System, schools with full learning activities also have sufficient opportunities to instill character values and prevent students from activities that are not good. There are three main focuses on character education. First, character education focuses on teaching values. Second, focus on clarifying values. Third, it focuses on moral development (Agung, 2011).

Basically, the management of school culture development is based on its implementation strategy and that takes a long time (Pala, 2011). The implementation of praiseworthy character-based school culture is organized and implemented in the school environment by using modeling, teaching and reinforcing environments (Hartono, Haryanto, & Asrowi, 2018); (Daryanto & Darmiatun, 2013). Thus, character becomes the culmination of habits resulting from ethical choices, behaviors, and attitudes possessed by moral individuals even when no one sees (Skaggs & Bodenhorn, 2006).

Learning models that are relevant to the inductive approach are constructivist learning models, such as DL or Discovery Learning; PBL or Problem Based Learning; and PJBL or Project Based Learning (Oguz-Unver & Arabacioglu, 2014). They are relevant to character education in the context of the 2013 curriculum which uses a scientific approach. With these models, students will find and understand values as the basis for taking certain moral attitudes and actions through the process of internalization, namely the developmental change from externally controlled behavior to internal behavior.

Cultivation and inculcation of this character continuously require the process of modelling, teaching, and strengthening the environment of good character. When all school
components are involved in this culture and inculcation of character, it means that the values, norms, habits of character that have been prioritized must be modeled by all school components (headmaster, teachers, students, and employees), and integrated by each teacher into subjects, and strengthened by structuring the school environment (Daryanto, et al, 2013).

This excellent elementary school carries out modeling, teaching, and strengthening the environment. In the modeling process, the teachers are asked to always be a role model for students. In the teaching process, the 2013 curriculum has provided an implementation of character education through the PPK program (Suherman, Supriyadi, & Cukarso, 2019). Thus, teachers always integrate character education into the learning process. In planning the learning stage, attention needs to be paid to class management, organizing teaching materials, managing teaching and learning activities, the use of learning resources, and assessment. Assessment of learning activities can be done by written examinations, or through direct observation by educators. Character values were chosen that are tailored to the instrument of learning. Also, the chosen character values are adjusted to the characteristics of students and the competencies to be achieved (Khoury, 2017).

In the process of strengthening the environment, excellent elementary school has made efforts by creating and implementing a good school culture in building the student’s character. Management of school culture in building the student’s character, headmaster, vice headmasters, and the coordinators of the divisions along with the teachers and all components of the school always strive to manage positive school culture. School culture is always developed in building Islamic student’s character and always refers to 18 characters; religious, honest, tolerant, disciplined, hard-working, creative, independent, democratic, curious, nationalist, motherland allegiant, respectful, communicative, loving peace, loving read, care of the environment, care of the social, and responsible (Dirjen Dikdasmen Kemendiknas, 2010).

CONCLUSION

From the above explanation and discussion, it can be concluded that the management of school culture development in this excellent elementary schools has several stages, i.e. planning, organizing, implementing, and evaluating. In this management of the development of school culture, the headmaster, vice headmaster, and the coordinators along with the teachers and all components of the school always strive to manage school culture that is positive, Islamic-based, and relies on 18 characters; religious, honest, tolerant, disciplined, hard-working, creative, independent, democratic, curious, nationalist, motherland allegiant, respectful, communicative, loving peace, loving read, care of the environment, care of the social, and responsible.
social, and responsible. The strategies for developing school culture in character schools are carried out through routine activities/routine habituation, spontaneous activity/spontaneous habituation, model/model habituation, and conditioning. The implementation of school culture based on the praiseworthy character is organized and implemented in the school environment by using modeling, teaching and reinforcing environments. This finding implies that school culture play a strong role in student character education. Therefore, all school academics must strive and collaborate in creating a good school culture.
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